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Abstract 

In this paper we introduce new type of functions called pre-proper functions as generalization of 
proper functions. Also, we study the characterizations and basic properties of pre-proper and pre-
closed functions. Moreover we study the relation between the pre-proper functions and each of 
proper functions, pre-closed functions and closed functions respectively and we give an example 
when the converse may not be true. 
 
1.Introduction 

The concept of a proper functions was first 
introduced by N. Bourbaki.[1], by using closed 
functions. The purpose of this paper is to 
generalize the concept of proper functions [1] 
to the concept of pre-proper functions. We 
give the definition by depending on the 
definition of pre-closed functions which is 
introduced by S.N. El-Deeb and etal.,[2] which 
itself depends on the concept of pre-closed set 
which is introduced by A.S. Mashhour and 
etal.,[3]. Also, we study the characterizations 
and basic properties of pre-proper and          
pre-closed functions. Moreover we study the 
relation between the pre-proper functions and 
each of proper functions, pre-closed functions 
and closed functions resp. and we give an 
example when the converse may not be true in 
general. Recall that a subset A of a topological 
space X  is called pre-open if ))A(clint(A ⊆  
where )A(cl and ))A(clint( denotes the closure 
of A and interior of )A(cl  resp.[3]. The 
complement of a pre-open set is called a         
pre-closed set [3] or equivalently a subset A of 
a topological space X  is pre-closed iff 

A))A(int(cl ⊆  [4] .The family of all pre-open 
sets of a topological space X  is denoted by 

)X(PO  [5] .The intersection of all pre-closed 
sets containing a set A  is pre-closed which is 
called the pre-closure of A  and is denoted by 

)A(pcl [5]. A subset A of a topological space 
X  is pre-closed iff )A(pclA = [6].A function 

YX:f →  is called proper if (i) f is continuous 
(ii) ZYZX:If Z ×→××  is closed, for every 
topological space Z, where ZI  denotes the 
identity function on Z [1]. Also, a function 

YX:f →  is called pre-irresolute if the 
inverse image of every pre-open subset of Y is 

an pre-open set in X  [7].If A is a subset of 
XY ⊆ ,the closure of A and the interior of A 

with respect to Y is denoted by )A(cly and 
)A(int y resp.. 

 
2. Preliminaries 
2.1. Definition [8]: 

Let Ddd )x( ∈  be a net in a topological 
space X . Then Ddd )x( ∈  is said to have 

Xx ∈  as an pre-cluster point (written xx
p

d ∝ ) 
iff for each pre-neighborhood U of x  and  for 
each Dd ∈ ,there is some dd0 ≥  such that 

Ux
0d ∈ . This is sometimes said Ddd )x( ∈  

has x as an pre-cluster point iff Ddd )x( ∈  is 
frequently in every pre-neighborhood of  x. 
 
2.2. Theorem [8]: 

Let X be a topological space and XA ⊆ , 
Xx ∈ .Then )A(pclx ∈  if and only if there 

exists a net Ddd )x( ∈  in  A such that xx
p

d ∝ . 
 

2.3. Proposition: 
If X  is topological space, Y is an open 

subset of X and A  is pre-closed in X, then 
YA I is pre-closed in Y. 

Proof: 
To prove that .YA))YA((intcl yy II ⊂  

.Y))YA((intcl))YA((intcl yyy IIIQ =  
And since Y is an open subset of X, then  

.Y)Y(cl)A(int(clY))YA((intcl y IIII ⊆
YAY))A(int(cl II ⊆⊆ , since A  is  

pre-closed in X. Thus YA I is pre-closed in 
Y. 
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3. Pre-closed functions 
3.1. Definition [2],[9]: 

Let X and Y be two topological spaces. A 
function YX:f →  is called an pre-closed 
(pre-open) function if the image of every 
closed (open) subset of X  is an pre-closed 
(pre-open) set in Y. 
 
3.2.Examples: 
1) Let ),(),(:f µℜ→µℜ be a function which 

is defined by : 
ℜ∈∀= x,0)x(f . Then f is an pre-closed 

function. 
2) An inclusion function XF:i →  is  

pre-closed iff F  is an pre-closed set in X . 
 

Since every closed set is an pre-closed set, 
then we have the following theorem. 
 
3.3.Theorem: 

Every closed function is an pre-closed 
function.  
 

3.4.Remark: 
The converse of (3.3) may not be true in 

general. 
 
Example: 

If F  is an pre-closed set in X, then the 
inclusion function XF:i →  is pre-closed, but 
not closed function. 
 
3.5. Theorem: 

Let X  and Y be two topological spaces. A 
function YX:f →  is pre-irresolute iff the 
inverse image of every pre-closed subset of Y  
is an pre-closed set in X . 
 

Proof: 
The proof of 3.5 is obvious.  

 

3.6. Theorem: 
Let Z,Y,X  be three topological spaces, 

and ZY:g,YX:f →→  be two functions. 
Then:- 
1) If f is closed and g  is pre-closed, then fg o  

is pre-closed. 
2) If fg o is pre-closed and f is continuous and 

onto, then g  is pre-closed. 
3) If fg o is pre-closed and g is one-to-one and 

pre-irresolute, then f  is pre-closed. 
 
 
 

Proof: 
1) To prove that ZX:fg →o  is  pre-closed. 

Let F  be a closed subset of X .Since f is 
closed, then )F(f  is a closed set in Y. But 
g is an pre-closed function, then ))F(f(g is 
an pre-closed set in Z, hence )F)(fg( o is an 
pre-closed set in Z .Thus ZX:fg →o  is an 
pre-closed function. 

 
2) To prove that ZY:g →  is  pre-closed. Let 

A be a closed subset of Y , since f is 
continuous, then )A(f 1−  is a closed set in X, 
since fg o  is pre-closed, then 

))A(ff(g))A(f)(fg( 11 −− = oo  is pre-closed 
in Z. Since f is onto, then )A(g  is  
pre-closed in Z .Thus ZY:g →  is an  
pre-closed function. 

 
3)To prove that YX:f →  is  pre-closed. Let 

A be a closed subset of X , since fg o is 
pre-closed, then )A)(fg( o  is pre-closed in 
Z. Since g  is pre-irresolute, then 

))A(f)(gg())A(fg(g 11 oo −− =  is pre-closed 
in Y .Since g  is one-to-one, then )A(f  is 
pre-closed in Y. Thus YX:f →  is an  
pre-closed function. 

 
3.7. Theorem: 

Let X  and Y  be two topological spaces 
and YX:f →  be an pre-closed function. Then 
for each open subset T  of Y, T)T(f:f 1

T →−  
which is defined by Tf (x) f (x),=  

1x f (T)−∀ ∈ is also pre-closed. 
 
Proof: 

Let F  be a closed subset of )T(f 1− , then  
there  is a  closed subset 1F  of X   such that 

)T(fFF 1
1

−= I . Since T)F(f)F(f 1T I= and 
)F(f 1 is pre-closed in Y and T is open in Y , 

then by (2.3) T)F(f 1 I is pre-closed in T .Thus 

Tf  is an pre-closed function. 
 
3.8. Theorem: 

Let YX:f →  be an pre-closed Function 
and let F  be a closed subset of X , then  
the restriction function YF:F\f →  is an  
pre-closed function. 
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Proof: 
Since F  is a closed set in X , then the 

inclusion function XF:i →  is a closed 
function. Since YX:f →  is an pre-closed 
function, then by (3.6) YF:if →o  is an       
pre-closed function. But F\fif =o , thus the 
restriction function YF:F\f →  is an          
pre-closed function. 
 
3.9. Remark: 

If 111 YX:f →  and 222 YX:f →  are two 
pre-closed functions .Then 212121 YYXX:ff ×→××  
is not necessarily an pre-closed function. 
 
Example: 

Let ),(),(:f1 µℜ→µℜ be a function which 
is defined by: ℜ∈∀= x,0)x(f1 . And Let 

),(),(:f 2 µℜ→µℜ  be a function which is 
defined by: .x,x)x(f 2 ℜ∈∀=  Where 2f  is 
the identity function on ℜ . 
Clearly 1f  and 2f  are pre-closed functions, but 

ℜ×ℜ→ℜ×ℜ× :ff 21 , Such that 
)y,x(),y,0()y,x)(ff( 21 ∀=× ℜ×ℜ∈  is not 

an pre-closed function, since the set 
}1yx:)y,x{(A =ℜ×ℜ∈=  is closed in 

ℜ×ℜ , but }0{)A)(ff( 21 −ℜ=×  is not         
pre-closed in ℜ×ℜ . 
 

Now, we introduce the following theorem: 
 
3.10. Theorem: 

Let 111 YX:f →  and 222 YX:f →  be two 
functions and if 212121 YYXX:ff ×→××  is 
pre-closed, then 1f and 2f  are also pre-closed 
functions. 
 
Proof: 

Suppose that 212121 YYXX:ff ×→××   is 
an pre-closed function. To prove that  

111 YX:f →  is an pre-closed function. Let F  
be a closed subset of 1X , to prove that )F(f1 is 
pre-closed in 1Y . 

Suppose that 21 XF)F(fG ×⇒=  is closed 
in 21 XX × . Since 21 ff ×  is pre-closed   

)X(f)F(f)XF)(ff( 221221 ×=××⇒  
)X(fG 22×=  is pre-closed  in 21 YY × . 

)X(fG)))X(fG(int(cl.e.i 2222 ×⊆×  
⊆×⇒ )))X(f(int(cl))G(int(cl 22 )X(fG 22×  

G))G(int(cl ⊆⇒  & ).X(f)))X(f(int(cl 2222 ⊆  
Thus )F(fG 1=  is an pre-closed set in 1Y  
Hence 111 YX:f →  is an pre-closed function. 
By the same way we can prove that 2f  is an 
pre-closed function. Thus 1f  and 2f  are       
pre-closed functions. 
 
4. Pre-proper functions 
Here we introduce functions, which we call 
them pre-proper functions, which is weaker 
than proper functions, with some examples 
and theorems. 
 
4.1. Definition: 

Let X and Y be two topological spaces, 
and YX:f →  be a function. Then f is called 
an pr-proper function if :- 
i) f is continuous . 
ii) ZYZX:If Z ×→××  is pre-closed, for 

every topological space Z . 
 
4.2. Examples: 
1) Let ),(),(:f µℜ→µℜ be a function which 
is defined by: ℜ∈∀= x,0)x(f .Notice that f  
is an pre-closed function, but f is not an  
pre- proper function, since for the usual 
topological  
space ),( µℜ ,the function 

ℜ×ℜ→ℜ×ℜ× ℜ :If ,such that  
ℜ×ℜ∈∀=× ℜ )y,x(,)y,0()y,x)(If(  

is not an pre-closed function. 
 
2) An inclusion function XF:i →  is pre- 
proper iff F is an pre-closed set in X . 
 

Since every closed function is an  
pre-closed function, then we have the 
following theorem. 
 
4.3. Theorem: 

Every proper function is an pre-proper 
function. 
 
4.4. Remark: 

The converse of (4.3) may not be true in 
general. 
 
Example: 

If F  is pre-closed in X , then XF:i →  is 
an pre-proper function ,but not a proper 
function. 
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4.5. Theorem: 
Every pre-proper function is an pre-closed 

function. 
 

Proof: 
Let YX:f →  be an pre-proper function, 

then ZYZX:If Z ×→××  is pre-closed for 
every topological space Z. Let }t{Z = , then 

X}t{XZX ≅×=×
and Y Z Y {t} Y× = × ≅  and we can 

replace ZIf ×    by  f .Thus YX:f →  is an 
pre-closed function. 
 
4.6. Remark: 

The converse of (4.5) may not be true in 
general. 
 
Example: 

In (4.2) ),(),(:f µℜ→µℜ is an pre-closed 
function, but not an pre-proper function. 
 

    Now, we introduce the following definition. 
 
4.7. Definition: 

Let X and Y be two topological spaces.       
A function YX:f →  is called an  
pre-homeomorphism if : 
i) f is continuous. 
ii) f is one-to-one and onto. 
iii) f is pre-closed (pre-open ).  
 
4.8. Theorem: 

Let X  and Y be two topological spaces, 
and YX:f →  be a continuous, one-to-one 
function. Then the following statements are 
equivalent:   
i) f is pre-proper. 
ii) f is pre-closed. 
iii) f  is an pre-homeomorphism of X onto an 
pre-closed subset of Y . 
 
Proof: 

By (4.5), (i ii)⇒ . 
(ii iii)⇒ .Assume that YX:f →  is an 

pre-closed function. Since X  is a closed set in 
X, then )X(f is an pre-closed set in Y . Since 
f is continuous and one-to-one, then f is an       
pre-homeomorphism of X  onto an pre-closed 
subset )X(f of Y . 

(iii i)⇒ .Assume that f is an  
pre-homeomorphism of X onto an pre-closed 
subset U of Y . Now, let Z  be any topological 

space, and W  be any closed set in ZX × , 
then 21 WWW ×= ,where 1W  is closed in X  
and 2W  is closed in Z. Since 

)WW)(If()W)(If( 21ZZ ××=×  

21 W)W(f ×= and f is an pre-homeomorphism, 
then )W(f 1  is an pre-closed set in U, thus 

21 W)W(f ×  is an pre-closed  in ZU × .Since 
ZU ×  is an pre-closed set in ZY × ,then by 

[10] )W)(If( Z× is pre-closed in ZY × . Hence 
ZYZX:If Z ×→××  is an pre-closed 

function. Thus YX:f →  is an pre-proper 
function. 
 
4.9. Corollary: 

Every pre-homeomorphism is an            
pre-proper function. 
 
4.10.Remark: 

The converse of (4.9) may not be true in 
general by the following example:- 
 
Example: 

Let ),()],1,0[(:f µℜ→µ′  be a function 
which is defined by: 

]1,0[x,x)x(f ∈∀= , where µ′  is the relative 
usual topology on [0,1]. 
Clearly that f  is an pre-proper function, but 
not pre-homeomorphism. 
 
4.11. Theorem: 

Let X  and Y be two topological spaces 
and YX:f →  be an pre-proper function. Let 
T  be any open subset of Y, then 

T)T(f:f 1
T →−  is an pre-proper function. 

 
Proof: 

Since YX:f →  is continuous, then so is 
Tf .To prove that ZTZ)T(f:If 1

ZT ×→×× −  
is pre-closed for every topological  
space Z. Since f  is pre-proper, then 

ZYZX:If Z ×→××  is pre-closed for every 
topological space Z. Since ZTZZT )If(If ××=×  
and ZT ×  is open in ZY × , then by (3.7) 

ZT If ×  is pre-closed. Thus T)T(f:f 1
T →−  is 

an pre-proper function. 
 
4.12. Theorem: 

Let Z,Y,X  be three topological spaces, 
and ZY:g,YX:f →→  be two continuous 
functions. Then:- 
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i) I f f is proper and g is pre-proper, then fg o  
is pre-proper. 

ii)If fg o is pre-proper and f is onto, then g is 
pre-proper. 

iii)If fg o is pre-proper and g is one-to-one and 
pre-irresolute, then f is pre- proper. 

 
Proof: 
i) It is clear that ZX:fg →o  is continuous. 

Let 1Z  be any topological space, we have : 
)If()Ig(I)fg(

!11 ZZZ ××=× oo . Since f  is 
proper, then 11Z ZYZX:If

1
×→××  is 

Closed. Since g  is pre-proper, then 

11Z ZZZY:Ig
1

×→××  is pre-closed. 
Hence by (3.6) 11Z ZZZX:I)fg(

!
×→××o  

is pre-closed. Thus ZX:fg →o  is an  
pre-proper function. 

ii) Let 1Z  be any topological space. To prove 
that 11Z ZZZY:Ig

1
×→××  is pre-closed. 

Since fg o  is pre-proper, then: 
)If()Ig(I)fg(

!11 ZZZ ××=× oo  
is pre-closed. Since f  is continuous and 
onto, then so is 

1ZIf × , hence by (3.6) 

1ZIg ×  is pre-closed. Thus ZY:g →  is an 
pre-proper function. 

iii) Let 1Z  be any topological space. To   
prove that 11Z ZYZX:If

1
×→××  is           

pre-closed. Since fg o  is pre-proper,             
then )If()Ig(I)fg(

!11 ZZZ ××=× oo  is     
pre-closed. Since g  is one-to-one and       
pre-irresolute, then so is 

1ZIg × , hence by 
(3.6)

1ZIf × is pre-closed. Thus YX:f →  is 
an pre-proper function. 

 
4.13. Theorem: 

Let X and Y  be two topological spaces. If 
YX:f →  is an pre-proper function, then the 

restriction of f  to a closed subset Fof X  is an 
pre-proper function of F  into Y . 
 
Proof: 

Since F  is a closed set in X , then the 
inclusion function XF:i →  is a proper 
function .Since YX:f →  is an pre-proper 
function, then by (4.12) YF:if →o  is an    
pre-proper function. But F\fif =o , thus the 

restriction function YF:F\f →  is an           
pre-proper function. 
 
4.14. Theorem: 

If 111 YX:f →  is a proper function and 

222 YX:f →  is an pre-proper function .Then 

212121 YYXX:ff ×→××  is an pre-proper 
function. 
 
Proof: 

Let Z  be any topological space.  
We can write Z21 Iff ××  by the 

composition of Z2Y IfI
1

××  and ZX1 IIf
2

×× . 
Since 1f  is proper, then ZX1 IIf

2
××  is closed. 

Since 2f  is pre-proper, then Z2Y IfI
1

××  is pre-
closed, hence by (3.6) 

)IIf()IfI( ZX1Z2Y 21
×××× o   

is pre-closed. But 
)IIf()IfI(Iff ZX1Z2YZ21 21

××××=×× o

Z21 Iff ××⇒  is pre-closed. Thus 

212121 YYXX:ff ×→××  is an pre-proper 
function. 
 
4.15. Theorem: 

Let 111 YX:f →  and 222 YX:f →  be two 
functions such that 21 ff ×   is pre-proper. Then: 
1) If φ≠1X , then 2f  is pre-proper. 
2) If φ≠2X , then 1f  is pre-proper. 
3) If φ≠1X  and φ≠2X , then both 1f and 2f  

are pre-proper. 
 
Proof: 
1) Let Z  be any topological space. 

To Prove that ZYZX:If 22Z2 ×→××  is 
pre-closed. Let F  be a closed set in ZX 2 ×  
and )F)(If(G Z2 ×= . To prove that G  is 
pre-closed in ZY2 × . Since φ≠1X , then 

FX1 ×  is closed in ZXX 21 ×× .Since 

21 ff ×  is pre-proper, then 
G)X(f)FX)(Iff( 111Z21 ×=×××  is  

pre-closed in ZYY 21 ×× . 
G)X(f))G)X(f(int(cle.i 1111 ×⊆× . 

.G))G(int(cl ⊆⇒ Hence )F)(If(G Z2 ×= is 
pre-closed in ZY2 × .Therefore Z2 If ×  is 
pre-closed. Thus 2f  is an pre-proper 
function. 
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2) Similar to (1). 
3) Clear. 
 
4.16. Theorem: 

Let X  and Y be two topological spaces, 
and YX:f → be a continuous function .Then 
the following statements are equivalent: 
i) f is an pre-proper function. 
ii) If Ddd )x( ∈  is a net in X  and Yy ∈  is an 

pre-cluster point of Ddd ))x(f( ∈ , then there is 
a cluster point Xx ∈  of Ddd )x( ∈  such that 

y)x(f = . 
 
Proof: 

(i ii)⇒ .Claim φ≠− )y(f 1 , if φ=− )y(f 1 , 
then c))X(f(y)X(fy ∈⇒∉ , since X  is a 
closed set in X and f is pre-closed, then )X(f  
is an pre-closed set in Y. Thus c))X(f(  is an 
pre-open set in Y. Therefore Ddd ))x(f( ∈  is 
frequently in c))X(f( .But d),X(f)x(f d ∀∈  
Then φ≠c))X(f()X(f I , and this is a 
contradiction. Thus φ≠− )y(f 1 . 

Now, suppose that the statement (ii) is not 
true, that means for all )y(fx 1

i
−∈ there exists 

an open set 
ixU  in X contains ix  such that 

Ddd )x( ∈  is not frequently in 
ixU .Notice that 

UU
Ii

x
)y(fx

i
1

i
1

i

U}x{)y(f
∈∈

− ⊆=
−

.But Ddd )x( ∈ is not 

frequently in Ii,U
ix ∈∀ .Thus Ddd )x( ∈  is not 

frequently in U
Ii

x i
U

∈

,but U
Ii

x i
U

∈

is an open set 

in X, then I
Ii

c
x i

U
∈

 is a closed set in X. Thus 

)U(f
Ii

c
x iI

∈

is an pre-closed set in Y.  

Claim )U(fy
Ii

c
x iI

∈

∉ , if )U(fy
Ii

c
x iI

∈

∈ , 

then there exists I
Ii

c
x i

Ux
∈

∈  such that f(x)=y, 

thus U
Ii

x i
Ux

∈

∉ ,but )y(fx 1−∈ , therefore 

)y(f 1−  is not a subset of U
Ii

x i
U

∈

,and this is a 

contradiction. Hence )U(fy
Ii

c
x iI

∈

∉ and by [8] 

there is an pre-open set A in Y such that 
Ay ∈ and φ=

∈

)U(fA
Ii

c
x iII .

φ=⇒
∈

−− ))U(f(f)A(f
Ii

c
x

11
iII .

φ=⇒
∈

− )U()A(f
Ii

c
x

1
iII U

Ii
x

1
i

U)A(f
∈

− ⊆⇒

But Ddd ))x(f( ∈ is frequently in A, then Ddd )x( ∈  
is frequently in )A(f 1− and then Ddd )x( ∈  is 
frequently in U

Ii
x i

U
∈

, this is a contradiction. 

Thus there is a cluster point Xx ∈ of Ddd )x( ∈  
such that f(x)=y. 

(ii i)⇒ , to prove that Zf I :×  
X Z Y Z× → ×  is an pre-closed function for 
every topological space Z .Let F  be a closed 
subset of ZX ×  and G)F)(If( Z =× .To prove 
that G  is an pre-closed set in 

ZY × .Let )G(pcl)z,y( ∈ , then by (2.2) there 
is a net )}z,y{( dd in G  such that 

)z,y()z,y(
p

dd ∝ .Thus there is a net )}z,x{( dd  
in F  such that  

Dd),z,y()z,x)(If( ddddZ ∈∀=× . 

Since )z,y()z,y(
p

dd ∝ ,then by [8] yy
p

d ∝  and 

zz
p

d ∝ , hence there is Xx ∈  such that 

y)x(f&xx d =∝ .Since zz
p

d ∝ , then by [8] 
.zzd ∝ Therefore .zz&xx

uu dd →→

)z,x()z,x(
uu dd →⇒ .Since )}z,x{(

uu dd  is a 
net in F  and F  is closed, thus 

)z,y(FF)z,x( ⇒=∈ ⇒∈×= G)z,x)(If( Z

G)G(pcl ⊆ .Since ⇒⊆ )G(pclG )G(pclG =
Hence G is an pre-closed set in ZY × . 
Therefore ZYZX:If Z ×→××  is an             
pre-closed function for every topological space 
Z. Thus YX:f →  is an pre-proper function.  
 
4.17. Theorem: 

Let X  be a topological space and }p{  be a 
space consisting of a single point. Then a 
function }p{X:f →  is pre-proper if and only 
if X  is compact. 
 
Proof: 

If X  is compact, then by [1], }p{X:f →  
is proper, therefore by (4.3) }p{X:f →  is 
pre-proper. 
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Conversely, let }p{X:f → be an  
pre-proper function and Ddd )x( ∈  be a net in X, 

then ⇒∈∀= Dd,p)x(f d p)x(f
p

d ∝ ,since f  
is pre-proper ,then by (4.16) there is Xx ∈  
such that xx d ∝ and p)x(f = .Thus X is a 
compact space. 
 
4.18. Theorem: 

If YX:f →  is a proper function and 
ZX:g → is an pre-proper function, where X  

is Hausdorff .Then the diagonal function 
ZYX:gf ×→∆  is an pre-proper function. 

 
Proof:  

First we have d)gf(gf o×=∆ , where 
XXX:d ×→  such that ),x,x()x(d =  

Xx ∈∀ .Since X  is Hausdorff, then by [1] 
)X(d  is closed in XX × ,hence d is a 

homeomorphism of X onto closed subset of 
XX × , then by [1] XXX:d ×→   is proper. 

Also, since f is proper and g  is pre-proper, 
then by (4.14) gf ×  is pre-proper. Hence 

d)gf( o×  is pre-proper. Thus the diagonal 
function ZYX:gf ×→∆  is an pre-proper 
function. 
 
4.19. Theorem: 

If X  is any compact topological space and 
Y  is any topological space, then the 
projection YYX:pr2 →×  is an pre-proper 
function. 
 
Proof: 

Since X  is a compact space, then by [1] 
}p{X:f →  is proper, since YY:IY →  is 

pre-proper, then by (4.14)  
YY}p{YX:If Y ≅×→××   

is pre-proper. But Y2 Ifpr ×= . Thus 
YYX:pr2 →×  is an pre-proper function. 
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  الخلاصة

 في هذا البحث قدمنا نوع جديد من الدوال أسميناها
 pre-  (pre-proper functions)السديدة من النمطبالدوال 

 كذلك نحن. (proper functions)كتعميم للدوال السديدة 
 درسنا المكافئات والخواص الاساسية للدوال السديدة من

من  لقةوالدوال المغ pre- ) (pre-proper functionsالنمط
إلى ذلك  بالاضافهpre-  (pre-closed functions )النمط 

من  وكل -pre درسنا العلاقة بين الدوال السديد من النمط
والدوال  -pre الدوال السديدة والدوال المغلقة من النمط

على التوالي مع أعطاء مثال   (closed functions)المغلقة
 .الغير صحيح جاةللات

 
 


